We derive sharp function estimates for convolution operators whose kernels are more singular than Calderon-Zygmund kernels. This leads to weighted norm inequalities. Weighted weak (1,1) results are also proved. All the results obtained are in the context of Ap weights. 0. Introduction. We begin by recalling notations relevant to R". Given a function f(x), its Fourier transform will be denoted by fU) = f f(x)e-'^>dx.
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If 0 < a < «6/2, then for p, such that |l/p -1/2| < a/nb, we have, \\ThJ\\p < cp\\f\\p.
Moreover, (0.3) |{x: |V(*)I > Ml < fll/lli. ^>0.
The inequality (0.3) is due to C. Fefferman [6] . Thep ranges in (0.1) and (0.2) are best possible as has been shown by Wainger [17] . The operators Th u are not Hörmander-Mihlin multipliers but furnish examples of multipliers with S""™ symbols, with m > 0, p < 1. In this context these multipliers were studied by L. Hörmander [9] .
Our aim is to examine conditions on w(x) so that the estimate \\Thaf\\ . < c/>ll/ll/>,>v holds. This question has been the subject of much study by several authors in the case when the multipliers are Hörmander multipliers or Calderón-Zygmund kernels like, say, the Hilbert transform on the line. For example, in [10, 2] it was shown that a necessary and sufficient condition on w(x), for the validity of the estimate ||77/1|pw < cp\\f\\pti" 1 < p < oo (77 = Hilbert transform), is (0. 4) suv(±Jwdx)(±fw-^dx)P '<c.
Here 7 denotes an interval in R; in R", I is taken to be a cube. (0.4) is referred to as the Ap condition. The techniques of estimating Calderón-Zygmund kernels so as to derive weighted estimates are not adequate in the case of the strongly singular operators Th. The reason is rather simple. The kernel for Th is very singular. Roughly speaking, it looks like Kh,(x) = e'|x| /\x\", b' = b/(\ -b). Indeed the cancellation is minimal and if one makes a quick computation for \x\ > 2\y\, one gets \Kh,(x-y)-Kh,(x)\^c\y\/\x\" + h'+].
Thus, in comparison with the term |.y|/W+1 obtained from Calderón-Zygmund kernels, we expect local problems. The point of view we adopt to estimate the strongly singular kernels is through a function called the sharp function introduced by Fefferman and Stein in [7] . This is given by f*(x) = supr\-f\f-fl\dx, where 7 is a cube in R" and/, = |7|" xj¡fdx. The use of the sharp function for weight problems in the context of Calderón-Zygmund kernels has been made before by D. Kurtz and R. L. Wheeden in [11] . The motivation behind this comes from Theorem 1 in [7] . It is proved there that the operator Th maps bounded functions into BMO. BMO is the class of locally integrable functions such that ll/*!!^ < oo. However, the proof in [7] is L2 in nature and will not yield sharp results in the context of Ap weights. For example, one fact that one could get is that, for 2 < p < oo and w G A /2, \\Thf\\p w < cp\\f\\pw. The way to get sharper results is to make more effective use of the minimal cancellation present in the kernel for Tb. This is the content of Lemma (2.1). This enables us to show the following Theorem A. Let w g Ap, 1 < p < oo. Then (0.5) IIVII,.« < cp\\f\\PtW.
Theorem A and interpolation allows us to prove the next result.
Theorem B. Let a = nb\\/p -1/2|, and w G A . Then for 1 < p < oo, a < a < nb/2, and for y, such that y = (a -a)/(nb/2 -a), we have \\TbJ\\P,Wi < C,||/||,,wT.
We now consider the casep = 1. We say w g Ax if \I\~lf,wdx < cessin^w. The main result then is as follows.
Theorem C. Let w g A,. Then for X > 0 w{x:\Tbf(x)\>X)^f\\f\\Uw.
The proof of Theorem C is through an analysis of the multiplier, while for Theorem A it is through the kernel. As pointed out for w = 1, Theorem C is due to Fefferman [6] . The proof of (0.3) is L2 in nature. For weight functions in A, this is not adequate and an L' proof is needed for 1 < p < 2. The reason is that Plancherel's formula fails for A, weights. This is done here by using the theory of weighted Hp spaces. We say a tempered distribution / is in Hp, 0 < p < oo, if ll^(/)llp w < °°-M(f)(x) is the maximal function defined by M(f)(x)= sup |/*<i>,(v)l-
\x-y\<t
Here <f> g C^(R") with fR"<p(x)dx = 1 and <j>,(x) = r"<j>(x/t). The spaces Hp have been investigated in detail by J.-O. Strömberg and A. Torchinsky [14] [15] [16] . However, just by making up an Lp proof of (0.3) the proof of Theorem C does not follow. There is a deeper objection. In the proof of Theorem C, it is necessary to localize the problem onto selected intervals. At this stage one uses estimates related to fractional integrals. The presence of the weight prevents us from employing thes_e estimates right away. One way, one would hope as in the case of Calderón-Zygmund kernels, is to use the so-called reverse Holder inequality; but this worsens the estimates. The idea then is to effectively localize the weight in a manner which is compatible with the Calderón-Zygmund decomposition of /. This is Lemma (3.9) . This lemma has also proved helpful in other situations, with other types of oscillating kernels. This will be discussed in a forthcoming paper on oscillating kernels with D. Kurtz and G. Sampson.
We would like to point out that the condition Ap is not necessary for Theorem A to hold. For example, if w(x) = (1 + \x\)a, a g R, then for anyp, 1 < p < oo, (0.5) does hold. This is very easy to see and is shown in §5. In the context of Ap weights, however, Theorem A is sharp as the next result shows.
Theorem D. Let w(x) = |x|a, a < -« or a > «(p -1). Then for 1 < p < oo, lin/H,,w< c,ll/ll,.w /a/fa. This paper is organized as follows. § 1 contains some basic results for A weights and maximal functions. §2 contains the proof of Theorem A. In §3 we collect facts about weighted Hardy spaces Hp and develop the machinery needed to obtain a proof of Theorem C. §4 contains the proof of Theorem C, and the last section, §5, contains the proofs of Theorems B and D. To maintain the presentation short and clear we present complete proofs of all the results only when « = 1. The extension to «-dimensions is discussed in remarks following the proofs of the lemmas. The extension to R" in most cases is evident. The R" version of Lemma (2.1) may be deduced by using Hankel transform formulas of Chapter 4 of [13] . The basic outline of the proof in R" still follows the n = 1 case. There are, however, more error terms to handle arising from the asymptotics of Bessel functions and the resulting computation is tedious and unilluminating and not central to the main developments. A partial example of what one may encounter in such a computation is in the remarks following Theorem D, where the «-dimensional proof of Theorem D is sketched. The one exception to this is the main Lemma (3.9) which is geometric and a proof has been provided for R". The symbol c will as usual denote a generic constant dependent on the dimension and possibly on the parameters b, a of the operator Th a. C™0 will be the dense subspace of Hp of smooth functions such that / g C™(R") and such that 0 does not lie in the support of/; see [16] .
I would like to thank Richard Wheeden for his constant support and encouragement. I also wish to thank Jan-Olov Strömberg and Alberto Torchinsky for sharing with me their results on weighted Hardy spaces and, in particular, the interpolation Theorem (3.2). (l/r)*'A(*) = sup(-^|/r¿*) , l<r<oo, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Then \TJ(x)\<c(\Kh,*f(x)\+f*(x)).
Moreover, in the inequality above the roles of Thf(x) and Kh,*f(x) may be interchanged.
From the lemma above and the Lp results for Thf(x) it follows by changing variables, that for any ah * 0 and real if we let ei"h\A~h Kbix) = -r-nrxi\x\*k\), 0</3<co, \x\ then (1.3) \\K"*f\\P<cp\\f\\p, 1</><oo.
Theorem (1.4). Let w g A . Then there exists an r0, 1 < r0 < p, such that for all r,
||(l/r)*1/r|U < *,II/H,.w. Kp<oo.
Let w G A,. Then (2) *{x:f*(x)>X}^(c/X)\\f\\Uw.
The result above is basic and due to B. Muckenhoupt. A proof may be found in [2] . The next result we need is due to A. Cordoba and Fefferman [5] . To write it down, recall that we say w g Ax if w g Ap, for somep, 1 < p < oo.
Theorem (1.5). Letw g Ax and\\f*\\pw < oo. Then for 0 < p < oo, \\f%,w < c,||/*||,>w.
For a further discussion of Ap weights we refer to [2] . However, in the sequel the following facts prove useful. The proofs of the statements below may be found in [2] .
Theorem (1.6). Let w g Ax, then:
(1) There exists an r, 1 < r < oo, such that for any cube I c R", l r .A1* . c
T\i?rdx) ^W\lwdx- (2) LetB(x0,r) = {x: \x -x0\ < r). Then,fort > 1, w(B(x0,tr))^ctndw(B(x0,r)), for some d ^ 1. We will refer to this fact by saying that w is doubling.
(3) If w G Ap, then w G Aq, for q> p.
2. The Lp inequalities for 1 < p < oo. For x g R, let ei\x\-b Kh "(x) =-" í , , 0 < b < oo, 2 < p < oo. I jc I( >/jP Lemma (2.1). Let (2 + b)/p < 1. Then, \\K,P*f\p^cp\\f\\p" i/p+ \/p'= i.
Proof. We shall prove the lemma by using Stein's theorem on complex interpolation of operators [13] . We now define, for z = u + iy, 0 < u < 1/2, if |*| > e, Kl:(x)={ W<2+»*' [0, if|*|<e.
We then define the operator A\ : by A\ J(x) = Keh , * f(x). It is easily seen that for fixed e > 0, A\z is an analytic family of operators in the sense of [13, p. 205] . It may be seen from the definitions that if Rez = 0, then trivially, In the above integral we simply consider the case t > 0, the process of estimating t < 0 being similar. So we are left to estimate (2.6) fN e*M<b + y^<-¿A) dt
We will denote th + yiogt -it ' by ip(r). The estimation is done by breaking into two main cases. We pick a number 17 > 0 large enough so that But we have seen that if t < t0, then t\y\ < |£|/2. Thus \ip"(t)\ > 3/2|£|r3. If 0 < b < 1, clearly
because t < t0. Substituting the value of f0, the term on the right is bounded below by F~3(3|£|/2 -3(1 -6)|||/2). Thus we see that if t < t0, ^"(t)\ > 3Z>|£|r3/2. The term C is also majorized by the term on the right side above. Using the fact that t\y\ < c|£|, if t < t0, and substituting the value for t0 after performing the indicated integrations, we get \A\ < c|£|-' +c|£|-*/2("+1).
Since |£| > 1, it follows that \A\ and |C| are both bounded by a constant. We now consider the situation (2.11). We define f(ü) = fg e"l'(')dt. By Van der Corput's lemma [18, Volume 1, p. 197] and because (2.11) holds, |f(u)| < c|u|3/2|£|~ 1/2. Integrating/! or C by parts we get, say, for A,
A--®*-
For C, we replace t0 by A at each occurrence above. We now substitute the estimate for f(r) obtained above, to get \a\ < cir1/2 + -±-+ c\èA/2f°tb/2-i/2dt.
Substituting the value for t0 and using |£| > 1, we conclude that |v4| and |C| are both bounded by a constant. We now estimate 77. We claim here that since t0 < t < N, \\p'(t)\ 5* ctb~x. To see this we note
but since t0 < t and b > 0,
Substituting in the value of t0 and using \y\ < (b/i\)\i\bAb+ ", we get
In view of the choice of 17, as determined by (2.7), it follows that \^'(t)\ > cr6~ '. We now estimate 77. Integrating by parts we get r[N-mJ_! , . *"(0 í'-"/V(0 Substituting the estimate for \p'(t) obtained above, we get 77 = cf e'*A , ' -+ --*-^¿--\dt.
Using the fact that | v| < (b/t\)\i\b/(b+ '», |£| > 1, and the value for /0, we easily see that|5| < ct0h/2 < c.
We now consider the next case that arises. Case 2. |£| < max(l, (r¡\y\/b)(b+l)/b). We pick a number a > 1; a will depend only on b and its choice will be made later. We then define /0 = max((«//3),/ft,(«r,W/c,2)1/A).
Note that i0 > 8h. We split (2.6) exactly as in (2.8) Using the value for t0 and performing the integrations, it follows that the right side is bounded by a constant. This proves (2.4) and hence (2.3). Using the result of [13] it follows that for fixed e > 0, and z = \/p, we have by interpolating between (2.2) and (2.3), (2.13) \\Klp*f\\p^cp\\f\\p,, l/p+l//=l.
Up to this stage we have not made use of the hypothesis (b + 2)/p < 1. We shall now make use of it for the limiting argument which will yield the lemma. Pick / g Lf'', p' * 1. Note that it is only necessary to consider the case p' =*= 1. Now / = /■ + f2, where \\f2\\p< < 8, 8 > 0 any preassigned number and /, g C™(R). We now show that Kh * /is a Cauchy sequence in the norm of Lp. For e, < e2, then (2.14) \\Kb\p*f-K<¿p> J <!(*?., -*?.,)*/i|, +\\klp*h\P +lfe,*/2t
)/p since (6 + 2)/p < 1. Hence, the right side of (2.14) may be estimated by 2<5 + e2~(b+2)/p\\fx\\p. Hence, Kehp*f(x) is convergent in Lp norm. This proves our lemma. Q.E.D.
Remarks. 1. For purposes of application it is enough to prove Lemma (2.1) for the truncated kernels *U*) = ^^/X(*<W<1).
2. Lemma (2.1) is valid in «-dimensions too. The kernels we consider then are Kh,p(x) = Since these are radial functions, we can use the formulas for the Fourier transform in Chapter 4 of [13] .
The computation, however, follows the same outline as above. The point to observe is that one makes the choice of t0 at those points where the phase <¿-(f) is stationary.
3. By a simple change of variable and from Lemma (2.1) it follows that, if we let
Kb,p(x)= lx](b+2)/p, «6 * 0 and real, then for (b + 2)/p < 1, 0 < b < oo, \\Kb,P*f\\P^cpUf\\p'> 1/P+ 1/F'=1-
We will now use the lemma above to prove the basic estimate which will yield Theorem A. For ah =*= 0 and real, x g R, recall that ei"b\x\ 'b Kb(x) = --x(\x\<\), 0<b<oe.
Lemma (2.15). Letf(x) g C0°°(/?). Then, for r> 1,
Proof. Since the operators we are dealing with are convolution operators it will be enough to verify the above estimate for an interval centered at the origin. Let this interval be called I, and let |7| = 8. We fix a number, 80(b) > 0, such that ô0 + 5¿/(6+1)< 1/8 and 2<50 < Sy(b+]). This is to avoid some trivial technical problems. Moreover, it is clearly enough to prove the lemma for r, near to 1, i.e. we assume that 0 < (b + 2)/r' < 1, where \/r + \/r' = 1. Hence, 8~ {j,\Kb * f\dx < c(|/|r)*1/r(0). This verifies the lemma in this case.
We estimate/,(x) first:
tclfjftfdx] 8^Ac8(\fO*]/r(0).
Hence we get the desired estimate. We now note that if x g 7, due to the location of the support of f5(x), Kb* fs(x) = 0. Now using the fact that \Kh(x)\ < l/|x|, it follows that for any x g 7, \Kb */4(x)| < c/*(0). Hence we only have to estimate f3(x) and/2(x). Define c,=f--f3(t)dt. The last estimate follows from the mean value theorem and because 2|x| < |r| < 1. Substituting the last estimate in (2.16) we get l/3(0l
Hence, (I/\I\)f,\Kh * f3(x) -c,\dx < c/*(0).
We now estimate f2(x). Now
We split the above into two terms as follows: 
■A
Here fc0 is an integer such that 2k«~ 'S < SlAb+ n < 2*°5. We thus estimate (2.18) by
Hence (2.17) is majorized by co(|/|r)*1/r(0), the desired estimate. Q.E.D. Remark. It is evident that the proof given above may be easily adapted to R".
Lemma (2.19). Let w g Ap. Then, ifl<p<oo, \\Kh * f\\pw < cp\\f\\p¡w.
Proof. Our aim is to use Theorems (1.4) and (1.5). We recall that if w g A then w g Ax. With no loss of generality we will assume that / g C0°°. The lemma then follows by a standard density argument. Note that to apply Theorem (1.5) we need to show that \\Kb* f\\pw < oo. Now we recall that if w g Ap, then by Theorem (1.6) there exists a number r, 1 < r < oo, such that J[wr(x)dx < oo, where 7 is any interval. Hence, noting that Kb(x) has compact support and f(x) has compact support, Kh * f(x) has its support in some interval 7. Thus, by Theorem (1.4), / \1/r7 \1/r II*** /IU < cpf¡K»* f\P">(x)dx < cpyj\Kb* f\pr'dxj {fw'ix)dx} Choosing r sufficiently close to one, we immediately get, by Theorem ( 1.4), ii*6*/iu<<gi/iui<p<oo.
This is the desired result. Q.E.D.
We now are in a position to give a proof of Theorem A of the Introduction. Proof of Theorem A. Using Lemma ( 1.2) we see \\Tbf\\p,K^cp\\Kh,*f\\pw + \\f*\\pK.
Applying Lemma (2.19) to the first term on the right side, and Theorem (1.4) to the second term it follows immediately that \\Tbf\\pw < c||/|| w, 1 < p < oo. Q.E.D.
3. Preliminary lemmas for the weak (1,1) estimate. The aim of this section will be to bring together the ingredients needed to prove Theorem C of the Introduction. The emphasis of the proof, as pointed out before, will be on the multiplier. The first result we wish to recall is a theorem of R. Coifman and R. Rochberg [3] .
Theorem (3.1). Let w(x) g Ax. Then there exists o, 0 < a < 1, and functions g(x) and h(x) such that w(x) = h(x)(g*(x))a.
The function h(x) is essentially a constant, i.e. there is a number c > 0, such that c_1 < h(x) < c. Moreover, if g(x) is any locally integrable function such that g*(x) < oo a.e. and c~ ' < h(x) < c, then for any o, 0 < a < 1, h(x)(g*(x))a is in Ax.
We now wish to write down some results for weighted 77 ' spaces which will prove crucial in the subsequent development. The sequence of Theorems (3.2)-(3.4) is due to Strömberg and Torchinsky and may be found in [14] [15] [16] .
Theorem (3.2) (Analytic interpolation).
Let w(x) g Ax. Let Tz be an analytic family of operators in the following sense. For g G U° with compact support, f(x) G L2 n H¿, consider U(z)=( TJ(x)^\g(x)\p'<>-A»Ax)y-p°-:)dx. then if Rez = 1/p, 1 < p < 2, we have Fr/ll, V < Cp\\f\\p^-f.
We remark that the result of Strömberg and Torchinsky is much more general than the statement here. However, we need only this special case of the general theorem of [16] . For example, the above result is valid for w g Ax, provided we replace the norm on the right side in the conclusion by the Hpi-P norm.
The next result we need is the atomic decomposition of Hi. An atom is a function a(x) suchthat:
(1) a(x) is supported in a cube 7, (2) f,a(x)dx = 0, and (3)11^« \/w(I).
Then from [15] we have the following result.
Theorem (3.3). Let w(x) g Ax. Then if f ^ Hi, there is a sequence of atoms (ak) such that f ~ HXkak and \\f\\Hi ~ T\Xk\.
We need one more fact on the imaginary fractional integral. For/ g Cq0(R") and y g R, define RJ(£) = |£|'7(£). Since |£|'> = eiy)o*M, the multiplier operator Ry is a Hörmander multiplier. Then from [14] we have the next result.
Theorem (3.4). Let w(x) g Ax. Then \\Ryf\\HlAc(\+\y\N)\\f\\Hl.
The constant N depends only on the dimension and is positive.
Theorem (3.4) stated here is a special case of a general multiplier result in [14] . The next aim will be to employ the results above to prove the following lemma.
Lemma (3.5). Let w g Ax. Then there exists p0 = p0(w), 1 < p0 < 2, such that \\Tb,J\\Po,w < c\\f\\Po,w with a = b(\/Po -1/2).
Before we go about proving this lemma, we wish to remark that in «-dimensions the above result is also valid except that the value of a = nb(\/p0 -1/2). The proof of the lemma is atomic. The first step hence is the next lemma.
Lemma (3.6). Let v g Ax. Then \\TJ\\Xv < c||/||",.
Proof. Let a(x) be an atom in //"', supported in an interval 7, centered at x0. To prove the lemma it is enough to show that \\Tba\\x 0 < c. Since v g Ax, by Theorem (1.6) we get (3.7) [^fvp'dxy\^fvdx for some p', 1 < p' < oo, and all intervals I. Choose p such that \/p + 1/p' = 1. The estimates break up into two cases. We choose a number ô0 > 0 dependent only on/), by250<50-fc, 2S0 + ô0-"< 1/8. Applying the mean value theorem to the term in brackets in the integrand of E, and noting that for>> g 7, and x g J \ I*, \x -y\ > c\x -jc0|, we have \x -x0\¿Ji \x -x0\¿ \v(I ) I Substituting the estimate above for E and the term F in C we have
, . / --dx + ct \Kh. "*a\-^^-u(7)V.vol>«l*-*ol W-*ol<«'-» *•' l|x-x0|1-",' + 2)/'' dx.
By a standard argument since v ^ Ax, the first term is majorized by a constant. For the second term we use Holder's inequality to get Proof of Lemma (3.5). Since w g ^,, by Theorem (3.1), w(x) = h(x)(g*(x))a, 0 < a < 1. With no loss of generality, to prove Lemma (3.5) we may take h(x) = 1. Pick a number tj such that a < t] < 1. Consider the weight (g*(x))r> = v(x). The weight v & Ax by Theorem (3.1). Now there exists a p0, 1 < p0 < 2, such that (2 -p0)r/ = o. This is the choice of p0 for Lemma (3.5). Let us now define the family of operators {Tb ) for/ g Co"0 by n./(€)-»(0j¡¡5^A€).
We now wish to see that the family {Tb ,) is analytic in the sense of Theorem (3.2). We have U(z)=f(TbJ(x))^\g(x)\p^-Ave(x)y-^-')dx. If/G L2 and 1/2 < Rez < 1, (d/dz)(TbJ)(x) is also in L2, for it is nothing but the L2-multiplier,
This yields the boundedness of the first term. The boundedness of the second term follows by a straightforward differentiation as indicated. Likewise, when Rez = 1 or Rez = 1/2, it may be easily seen that U(z) is a continuous function. We now verify the remaining hypotheses of Theorem (3.2).
If Rez = 1, note that TbJ = TbRyf. Here R is the Hörmander multiplier given by RjXè) =/(£)/|£r*v', /e ¿"ao-By using Theorem (3.4) on the operator Ry and Lemma (3.6) on Tb, we get for Rez = 1, \\TbJ\\Uo < c(\ + \y\N)\\f\\H>.
By Plancherei's formula, if Rez = 1/2, we get \\TbJ\\2 < c\\f\\2, Rez = 1/2.
Thus, by the conclusion of Theorem (3.2) in view of the two inequalities above we get \\TbA/,af\\Pa.*->o < c|| But TbX/pJ'= TbJ, a = b(l/p0 -1/2) and w(x) = v2~p«; the lemma follows.
Q.E.D.
Having accomplished the interpolation aspects of Theorem C, we now turn to the geometric aspects of the proof of Theorem C. Before we proceed any further we wish to write down some properties of Whitney decompositions of open sets. All these properties are well known and their proofs may be found in Chapter VI of the book by Stein [12] . Lemma (3.8) . Let ß be any open set in R" such that R"\ti is nonempty. Then: (a) ß = U 7 , 7 are cubes, whose interiors are pairwise disjoint. Moreover, the sides of the Ij's are parallel to the coordinate axes.
(b) diamlj < dist(Ij,R" \ ß) < 4diam7/, (c)LetI* = (9/8)/,.; then |diam/y. < dist(I*,R"\tt) < 4diam//.
(d) Each point o/ß is contained in at most (12)" of the cubes I*. This is the bounded overlap property.
We are now ready to state the basic lemma for localizing the weights.
Lemma (3.9). Let ß be any open set in R", such that R"\Q is nonempty. Let g(x) > 0 be such that g(x) = 0 if x G R" \ ß and g*(x) < oo a.e. Then there exists a function p(x) > 0 such that p*(x) < oo a.e. x with the properties that, for ß = UZ, a Whitney decomposition satisfying properties (a)-(d) of the previous lemma, we have:
(1) c~ lg*(x) < p*(x) < cg*(x) a.e. x g R" \ ß, and c> 0.
(2) suP;ce/;p*(x) < cessinf,g*(x), I* = (9/8)/,.
Proof. We define p(x) by
p(x) is well defined as the cubes / are disjoint. Clearly p(x) > 0 and since g(x) G L'loc, p(x) g L'loc. Since g*(x) < oo a.e., note that it follows from (1) and (2) that p*(x) < oo a.e. We now show the left-hand inequality of (1). For x g R"\ti, pick an interval / such that x g /, and consider \I\~xf,g(t)dt. Since g(x) has support in ß, consider those Whitney cubes Ik, such that / n Ik =* 0. The above average then may be estimated by Here / = ai as before. The last term on the right side is bounded by g*(x). We have hence proved that p*(x) < cg*(x) if x g /?" \ ß. This yields (1). We now show (2) . For x g /*, fix /, x g /. With no loss of generality we assume that / has its faces parallel to the axes. There are two natural cases which the estimates for (2) split into. Case 1. diam/< Yodiam/,. Consider now those Whitney cubes Ik, such that / n Ik =*= 0. We now claim that there is a constant c dependent only on the dimension such that the number of //s is bounded above by c. Moreover, we claim that ¿diam/-< diam/A < 10 diam/,. The first claim really follows from the second one. For, by (a) of Lemma (3.8), if / n Ik =*= 0 and Ik's are disjoint and both Ik and I have faces parallel to the axes, then indeed, if diam/A > ¿diam/, > ¿diam/, the number of such Ik's has to be bounded by a constant c. So now we verify the second claim. Pick any x0 in R" \ ß. Now since / Pi Ik *= 0, / n If =* 0, and since diam/ < jo diam/., it follows that dist(Ik,I*) < i diam/,. But we have (3.11) |diam/,. < dist( jc0 ,//) < dist(x0>4) + dist(Ik,If ).
Substituting the estimate for dist(/*,/*) into (3.11) we get |diam/, < dist(x0,/J = dist(/A.,/?"\ß).
The last equality follows because x0 was arbitrary. By Lemma (3.8) we know that dist(Ik,R" \ ß) < 4diam//í. Thus, substituting this above we see at once that I diam/, < diam4. Hence we have verified one-half of the claim. We prove the remaining part of the claim by contradiction. Assume diam/, < jö diam/A.. Since we know that dist(I*,Ik) < ¿diam/,, it follows that dist(I*,Ik) < ¿ diam/A. and since diam/A. < dist(x0,/A) < dist(x0,I*) + dist(I*,Ik) it follows that diam/A < dist(x0,/*) + ¿diam/A.
Since x0 is arbitrary the inequality above yields
But since diam/, < 75 diamIk, the inequality above yields the contradiction, |j diam/A < | diam4. Thus, diam/A < 10diam7, as desired. "dt^cX.
Moreover, if x g R\Q then \f(x)\ < X. We write/(x) = ^(x) + Ljfj(x), >p(x) = f(x.)xR\a(x) and fj(x) = f(x)x,j(x)-We aIso let "(*) = £//}(*)• We also assume that/ g C". If we prove Theorem C under this hypothesis, then the theorem follows by a routine density argument. Now But since w is doubling, we have w(Ù) < I>(4/,) < czZw(lj) < cw(ß) < £||/||IiW. j j
Now choose a function <j> g C™(R) and <#> > 0 such that j<j>(x)dx = 1 and <¡>(x) is supported in (-1/2,1/2). We let 5, = |/,|, and let <*>,(*) = 8A/0~b)<t>(x/8Ji/(i-b)). We eliminate the trivial terms very much like [6] . Let h(x)= E /,(*) + E fj(x) = hiix) + h2iX). The number p0 is the same for which Lemma (3.5) holds. Now by Theorem (3.1), w(x) < c(g*(x))a, for some a, 0 < a < 1. Let g(x) = g(x)Xsi(x) + g(x)xRxa(x) = £,(*) + g2(x). Hence, w(x) < c((g*(x))° + (g2*(x))°). The function gx(x) satisfies all the hypotheses of Lemma (3.9), hence there is a function p(x), such that for x g R\Û, (gf(x))° < c(p*(x))a. Note that by Theorem (3.1), (p*(x))a is a weight in Ax. We call this weight wx(x). We denote (g*(x))a as w2(x). By Lemma (3.9) and Theorem (3.1) we have supx(Erwx(x) < cessinf, w(x), I* = |/,. Note, too, that w2(x) is also a weight in Ax and w2(x) < cw(x) for all x. So by Lemma (3.9), By construction of w,(x) and w2(x) (the o being the same for both), Lemma (3.5) applies with p0 being the same for both wx(x) and w2(x). We now claim the inequality It is well known that the kernel associated with Gb/p,, which we will also call Gb/ ,, satisfies the estimates But we recall that w2(x) = [(g(x)xR\a)*(x)]a. We also recall from Lemma (3.8) that ß = U/,*, /,* = §/,. The cube L = \}L. So evidently by the geometry, for x g lj, w2(x) < cs[xp,(\I\~xfIg(t)dt)a < cessinf, w(x). The supremum being taken only over those /, such that /, c /.
Thus (4.15) is majorized by cZ (essinf "(*))/ \G"/P'0 * <¡>j * fj\Podx.
Hence, proceeding as in (4.14) the term above is bounded by cXPo~ '||/||,¡w as before. This establishes the estimates (4.9) and (4.10) and hence Theorem C. Q.E.D.
The following corollary is evident from Theorem (1.4), Theorem C and Lemma
(1-2).
Corollary (4.16). Consider for x g R,
Kb(x)=^x(\x\<\), 0<6<oo.
If we Ax, then w{x: \Kb*f(x)\ > X) < (c/X)||/||,,", X > 0.
Inequalities for Tba and Theorem D.
Proof of Theorem B. The proof is fairly standard. We employ Theorem (5.5.3) of [1] . To do so we consider the analytic family of operators, TbjU) = e(^)-fU), z = u + iy.
By the results of Fefferman and Stein in [7] (see (0.2)), it follows that, if Rez = nb\\/p -1/2|, then Thus we get Theorem B. Q.E.D.
Remark. It is easy to see that for the operators Tb and weights w(x) = (1 + |x|)a, a g R, one has for 1 < p < oo, im/iu < cll/IU. Proof. The proof is by contradiction. We give a proof for « = 1. Note that by duality it is enough to show that when a = p -1, the inequality is false. Having made this reduction we proceed with the proof.
Let <i>(£) g C^(R) such that 1, |il<2, We let tf>N(£) = <i>(£/A), A > 4. Consider the functioned) = «f^iO-Trivially, we see that (5.5) fNÍx) = Nf(Nx), where/(x) is a Schwartz function.
Thus from (5.5) and changing variables we get (5.6) ¡\fN\p\x\p-'dx^c.
JR
Our next aim is to estimate TbfN(x) from below. In particular, we will show that, for
x < 0 and 2bNb-' < 2b~\ 0 < b < 1, But if \\Tbf\\p^,-\ ^ cp\\f\\p%w,-\ were true, it follows from (5.6) and (5.8) that log A < c. By letting A -» oo we get a contradiction.
We now verify (5.7). Clearly, We note that for the remainder the phase function tb -t does not possess a stationary point. Thus the remainder may be treated by an integration by parts. We note that the remainder is given by Remarks. 1. For the case when « > 1, we define fN(x) in an analogous manner. However, we need to show here that the estimate corresponding to (5.7) is \TbfNix)\> c/\X\n ifA"-1<|x|<2"-1.
Using the Hankel transform formula from [13] , (5.10) TJN(x) = c|xr<-2»/2/ 8(r)^N(r)r"^b)/2e'rJ(n_2)/2(r\x\)dr. This term arises if, in (5.10), we substitute just the first term of the asymptotic expansion for 7("_2)/2(r). Note that we ignore the terms in e'r for the simple reason that they do not have a stationary point in the phase, and thus integration by parts can easily handle them. In the integral above, we change variables by setting r = |x|,/(6-1)f toget c]x ,-" + 6/2(6-1) r8(t\x\^b->))<i>N(t\x\iAb-]))t"0-b)/2-]/2e^b/^^'h-')dt.
We break up the integral into two pieces by splitting up the integral for (b/2)x/(X~b) < t < (2b)x/<-]~b) and the remainder. This is now exactly the case for « = 1. The remainder is handled by integration by parts as usual. Applying the principle of stationary phase to the dominant term we get .■«»1*1»"*-'' + L7(|x|-" + fc/2(,-ft)).
1*1"
ab, as when n = 1, is equal to bb/0~b) -b]/0~b). 2. The techniques used above may also be used to show that in the context of A weights, Theorem B is sharp.
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